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 Moms speak openly about the ongoing ramifications of the past on today's, the cultural, familial,
and interpersonal conflicts that stay, and the varied and often invisible methods they continue
mothering. Based on interviews with women between 65 and 85, it illuminates problems of
closeness, length, longing, and want that arise.It By no means Ends: Mothering Middle-Aged
Daughters explores the complex difficulties and unexpected benefits of aging mothers within their
human relationships with their midlife daughters. As mothers enter the last years of their lives, their
roles with their daughters often shift and change in complicated methods.ve made, acknowledge
their regrets, and search to come to terms with their relationships as they today are. Their courage
is usually apparent as they think about the mistakes they’ Given that they are no more central in
caring for them as they once were, many knowledge a recalibrating of authority, autonomy, and
independence.
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. A quick read & The pleasure and also frustration & sometimes pain of looking for a path forward
with one’s daughter can be an arduous one. I found this book at the same time when I really
needed it.. I'm a mom with 3 sons, but I likewise have an elderly mother with whom I've many of the
issues & A great read for just about any of you women out there with daughters of your own.the
tales told by other mothers helped me understand I am not by yourself. We strong women often
have ambivalent relationships with this middle- aged daughters (who tend to be strong ladies in their
own right. As the mom of two 50 something daughters, I found this book filled with familiar insights
and many other observations and conclusions whichwere new and beneficial to me as I interact
with my extremely busy daughters.A original standout book Getting the 64 yr outdated mom of a 41
year old daughter, this book actually helped validate many of the complicated and ongoing
“weather shifts” that go with being an aging mother to a middle aged daughter. Extremely validating
of conversations I’ve had with friends over the years.one that has both bright areas and dark
corners.. There are no additional authors who have broached this tough subject, and I finished this
book wanting more. good resource The Kindle version permits highlighting which I found useful since
I don't like to create in books, but I found plenty of material I needed to return to.. Such a enjoyment
to learn! There are no answers and no suggestions, which is its power. Who knows what may
happen? Once a mother, constantly a mother!. The writing is obvious and allures the reader to take
part in thelives of the mothers and daughters they have focussed on. The writers insightful
observations and their respect for his or her respondents shines through every sentence, confirming
that once a mother, usually a mother in caring for one's daughter even when our functions are
reversedin old age. problems covered in the publication. An important contribution to the literature on
mothering and moms and daughters The premise of this book is its most valuable contribution and
an original one: Mothering doesn't ever end. It transforms, it shifts, it gets better and even worse, it
gets harder and less difficult but it never ends. therefore pleased I have it to read. As it has been
stated, this conversation needs to happen: parents and kids would reap the benefits of at least
giving communication a try. It allows the reader to take into account a host of interesting areas of
this relationship, some of which may resonate, a few of which may not, but all of which will be
interesting. A WORTHWHILE READ A bit depressing sometimes mainly because there is no 'fix' for
the feelings you are dealing with. Nevertheless, there is normally some solace in realizing that your
feelings are fairly general or the authors wouldn't normally have had enough materials for the
reserve. And, it do confirm what I have already discovered. Whether it's an adult Daughter (or Child)
all they need you to do can be 'listen' to them rather than try to 'fix' them Good to know We’m not
the only one I loved this book.. There happens to be a universal struggle here.) Some parts are
unpleasant/ sad to read. But for the most part I got ideas about how exactly to ameliorate some of
the rough spots and enhance bonding.Pnina Tobin So on Target I thought I was the only person
who felt in this manner! The designs resonate and are articulated in sensitive and clear words. A
SIGNIFICANT Contribution to the literature of Mothering This books fills a significant need: shedding
light on the complex relationships that may and do exist between mothers and their middle-aged
daughters. It is beautifully created in clear and precise prose and tells many tales of what older
moms have experienced over time and in the present with daughters who are now themselves
amid their lives. So delighted it had been written; The book has been written to open up a
conversation.
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